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                  Required to complete a journal article critique based on an article can be downloaded from here ( https://gofile.io/?c=9xEq7x ). Read a research article correctly and efficiently using APA Style. Yo                 Required to complete a journal article critique based on an article can be downloaded from here ( https://gofile.io/?c=9xEq7x ). Read a research article correctly and efficiently using APA Style. Yo

                 ASSIGNMENT 1/2 JOURNAL ARTICLE CRITIQUE  1   Journal Article Critique Template  This template is a dapted from Weiten & McCann. (2013). Psychology: Themes and variations  (3rd Canadian Ed .) (p. 78).  FORMAT : Your paper must be double -spaced, using Times New Roman, 12 -point font and  one -inch margins all around. Your report should be 625 -700 words, PLUS the title page and  References page. Please submit your assignment in a , , or  document format.  See the APA Style Tutorial to assist you with the APA formatting requirements.   Title Page (new page)  Running head: [Abbreviated t itle and p age number ]  NOTE: The running head/pager header and page numbers are embedded on each page. The page  header is a shortened version of your assignment title. See the journal critique sample and the APA Style Tutorial .  Ti tle of article  Author of article  Student's name  Student's AU ID  Course number  Assignment  Tutor  Date  Body of the Text (new pages)  NOTE: Your report must be in narrative form (not question -answer, question -answer ).  I. Research Question or Problem  Ask yourself, “Is the question or problem clearly stated?” State the question or problem  in your own words. ASSIGNMENT 1/2 JOURNAL ARTICLE CRITIQUE  2   II.  Introduction  The introduction of a research article presents an overview of the problem studied in the research. Ask yourself, “Is there a review of the literatur e related to the problem or  question?” “How many references are cited?” Review and summarize the research (e.g.,  theories and previous research) in your own words. Cite all sources.  III.  Methodology  The methods section of a research article should be detailed e nough to permit another  researcher to attempt to replicate the study. Ask yourself, “Does the researcher explain the methods used in the study?” “Who or what was the population studied?” “How were  they selected?” “What did the participants do for the study ?” “What instruments were  used to gather data?” Paraphrase the methodology in your own words and cite from the  article using APA Style .  NOTE: Paraphrasing involves restating another writer's text, explanation, argument, or  narrative in your own words . Paraphrased material may be similar in length to the  original text , but is substantially different in wording and sentence structure. A  paraphrase is considered an indirect quote, so it does not require quotation marks.  However, it must be attributed/ci ted to the original source. For purposes of this  assignment, include page numbers, or, where applicable, paragraph citation s.  IV.  Results  The results section of a research article reports the raw data and statistical analysis obtained in the study. Ask yoursel f, “Are the results clearly stated and understandable?”  “Did the results answer the question or clarify the hypothesis?” “Are there tables or  graphs?” Paraphrase the results in your own words and cite from the article using APA  Style .  V.  Discussion/Conclusion s  The discussion section of a research article includes the conclusions drawn by the author(s). Ask yourself, “Are the results discussed?” “Are there suggestions for practical  implications?” “Are there recommendations for further research?” Write your answ ers to  these questions in your own words and cite from the article using APA Style .  VI.  References  The reference section of a research article lists the bibliographic references for any studies cited. Ask yourself, “Were the references selected related to the author's research?” “Were the references cited within the body of the text?” “Were the referenc es  from the same source or were there a variety of sources?” “Were the references current or out -dated?” ASSIGNMENT 1/2 JOURNAL ARTICLE CRITIQUE  3  VII.  Personal Reaction  The personal reaction section is included here to enable you to critically analyze the knowledge you gained about the topic research ed, about methodology, about APA Style,  and about the meaningfulness of the research. Ask yourself, “Was it well written and organized?” “What did I learn from reading the article?” “What further questions did it  generate?” "What are some of the limitation s of the article?" State your reactions in your  own words.  NOTE: You may use Roman numerals (as above) or Arabic number (as in the sample critique).  Your headings should be identical to those in this template.  Reference(s) (heading is cent red on a new page)  Name(s) of the author(s) (i.e., last name and initials). Copyright/publishing date. Title of article.  Journal name, volume number, issue number ( as applicable), page numbers, and doi. (If the doi  is not available, please provide the URL ).   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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